THE STEALTH DEVELOPER?

BY COLIN FLANDERS

Sandiegotowater.com is a website that tracks water rights, and the company's owner, Steve Borncamp, is known for his aggressive prosecution of water rights disputes. Borncamp is also involved in a number of other real estate developments in the city.

Borncamp's website includes a section on "The Stealth Developer," which highlights his use of stealth tactics to acquire water rights and develop properties. The site includes a search feature that allows users to search for water rights databases and other information related to real estate development in San Diego.

The site also features a calendar that outlines the schedule of events related to real estate development in San Diego, including meetings and conferences. The site includes a section on "The Scoop," which provides updates on the latest developments in the city.

The site features a section on "The Scoop," which provides updates on the latest developments in the city. The section includes a calendar that outlines the schedule of events related to real estate development in San Diego, including meetings and conferences. The site includes a search feature that allows users to search for water rights databases and other information related to real estate development in San Diego.
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STRESS? NERVOSITY?

Yes, tension and anxiety are common problems. Tension can be caused by such factors as stress, fatigue, or overwork. Anxiety can be caused by such factors as fear, nervousness, or worry. Tension and anxiety can be treated with medication such as tranquilizers, antihistamines, and sedatives. However, it is important to consult a doctor before taking any medication. Medication should be taken only under the supervision of a doctor.

FREE 1/2 lb. of gourmet coffee

with every 1 lb. coffee purchased at Melbarck.

Over 100 varieties of fresh, gourmet whole bean coffees available.

We've been selling gourmet coffees for over a decade in San Diego.

5 DAY SALE!

FIVE DAYS ONLY! SAVE UP TO 50%! AUDIO, VIDEO, TV, CAR STEREO, ALARMS EVERYTHING ON SALE IS AT JACK'S LOWEST PRICE EVER!

FREE 1/2 lb. of gourmet coffee

with every 1 lb. coffee purchased at Melbarck.

Over 100 varieties of fresh, gourmet whole bean coffees available.

We've been selling gourmet coffees for over a decade in San Diego.
Cowboy Songs

"My tastes ran along the lines of Allen Ginsberg, Sylvia Plath. I wrote volumes of stuff, and then I kind of gave it up. I started writing cowboy poetry five or six years ago but didn't do nothin' with it."

---

Quality Performance Value!

Quality mobile electronics by...

FACTORY OUTLET CLOTHING SAL

50% to 90% Below Retail

NEW SEASON'S WAVE OF DESIGNERS

EXCLUSIVE FACTORY OUTLET

FOR TRUCKING AND TRAVEL

THE COMPLETE STORE FOR TRAVELERS

---

A FINE FRENZY

---

Quality mobile electronics by...

PREMIER

6-DISC CHANGER

6-CHANNEL STEREO

PREMIER CAR AUDIO

CLIFFORD AUTO ALARMS

OPEN 9 to 6 Mon-Sat.

VISA, M/C, Extra Financing

90 day same as cash, OAC

---

Quality Performance Value!

Quality mobile electronics by...

PRECISION

Carlsbad 745-4000

Salt River 745-7800

---

Quality mobile electronics by...

NEW U.S. S. BEACON

NOW $299

NOW 140

FREE INSTALLATION

---
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Dirty Words

Steve Kowit returned her fawning smile with a broad, gap-toothed grin. Poet David Anton handed me a cup of iced herbal tea to his slender wife. In front of the tear-stopping Antons sprawled Guy Lombardo, editor of Bevolo-In-Style.

Simply the most incredible collection of Christmas cards, gift wrappings, ornaments & gifts.

All waiting here for you!

BEST WISHES
CARDS GIFTS JEWELRY

MONDAY THRU FRIDAY 10 AM TO 9 PM SUNDAY 12 TO 5 PM

San Diego Reader October 19, 1979

Great News!

HALLOWEEN ON SALE!

20% OFF ORIGINAL PRICES

Take an additional 10% off already reduced tag prices

100% OF GREAT HALLOWEEN ITEMS & COSTUME ACCESSORIES

Make up • wig • jewelry • necklace • scarf • shoes • boots • wigs • gloves • capes • collars • accessories • halloween decorations • decorations • body stockings • body suits

Order now! We ship nationwide.

Limited supply available.

SAN DIEGO READER

1704 Granalle • San Diego • Phone: 270-1560

Great News

SAN DIEGO READER

1704 Granalle • San Diego • Phone: 270-1560

(continued on page 3)
They just decided it was time. Jacson finds out what it was his father did in his study at night. "Afterwards, about the most we could get out of him," Schneider says, "was a smile and a sentence: 'You really freaked me out, Dad.'"
Buried Treasure: Four Locals

I used to write a lot of sonnets, because I grew up with Edna St. Vincent Millay so popular. The sonnet form can be useful to the poet — you might have a certain thought going around in your mind which you can’t get out, and the sonnet might make it clear.

"When I write a poem, I am writing a poem that Ben Jonson or Keats or one of the great Chinese poets might admire. Is this an elitist view? No, it isn't."

London $450

Custom Picture Framing Special
Frame any picture or print up to 24 x 36

Join our 19th Birthday Celebration 15% OFF Everything Oct. 19 & 20

TEENISS GOLF FITNESS BEACH
ACTIVE SPIRITWEAR
We're not just tennis

Maya Watson

Our celebration will include:
Fashion Show Refreshments
Free Tennis every hour with name brands: Pita, Pita, Pita, Pita, Pita. Join in the fun & save on your holiday shopping (please bring this ad)

MATCH POINT
2156 Avenida de la Playa
La Jolla Shores
455-3551

Soap Info on Call

SALE BOOKS

98¢ to

$7.88

— More put out every week —

Published by The San Diego Reader
1111 Prospect, La Jolla, 454-7207

OPEN 10-12 & 1-7 PM every day

VOLUME 13, NO. 10

Circulation 11,000, 10,000

San Diego Reader
October 30, 1998
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Four Locals

(continued from page 21)

by William Delano

'Ah, that's a point where you're wrong. You know, I have to agree with you on that one. I mean, I've always thought that the best poetry was written by the great masters. But I can't help but notice that the younger generation is also producing some wonderful work. I mean, think of all those poets who are writing about the struggles of modern life. They're really bringing a fresh perspective to the art of poetry.'

'The problem is, though, that the younger poets tend to focus too much on the personal, whereas the great masters were able to transcend the personal to create something universal.

'But I suppose it's not my place to say who's right and who's wrong. Poetry is a subjective art form, after all. It's all in the eye of the beholder.'

'So what do you think I should do? Should I continue to read and write poetry, or should I give it up and try something else?'

'I don't know. I really don't have any answers. But I do know that poetry is an important art form, and it's important to keep it alive. So I think you should keep writing. Who knows? Maybe one day you'll become a great poet.'

-- William Delano

Futon Sale!

20% OFFALL HALLOWEEN PURCHASES

Good 10/20-90 only

GEAR UP AT WORKOUT WEAR UNLIMITED!

THE PLACE TO START EVERY GREAT HALLOWEEN OUTFIT!

- Male, animal print &
  assorted colored body suit
- Tiger, cheetah &
  leopard print
ted body suit
- Red, white &
  black

FREE FUTON TABLE

$30 VALUE

Wooden frame. Must present ad. Some restrictions apply.

VALLEY WATERBEDS

Sleep Center

4-Way Lounger With Futon from $99

Couch Bed With Futon $249

Workout Wear Unlimited

100 FREE PAGERS*

An incredible offer! Own a refurbished pager FREE

NEC D3 Display Pager

Must be over 18 years of age. Limit one per customer. 3-month minimum service required. 1st and 2nd months prepaid. No other start-up fees. San Marcos location only.

PAC TELE PAGING

A PACIFIC TELES COMPANY

ONE DAY ONLY

SAT. 10/20/90

10/20/90

San Diego Reader • October 18, 1990
"Good poetry returns people to the sacredness of everyday life."

A

Author X

Poetry is a way of returning to the sacredness of everyday life. It's not just about the words on the page, but about the emotion and the connection it brings.

"The world is full of things that are sacred, but we often miss them because we're too busy," said Author X. "Poetry helps us see these sacred moments in a new light.

"It's like a window into another world, where the ordinary becomes extraordinary," said Author Y. "Poetry has the power to make us feel something that we didn't even realize was there.

In a world where everything is so fast-paced, poetry reminds us to slow down and appreciate the beauty around us.

Author Z

"Poetry is a way of connecting with ourselves and the world around us," said Author Z. "It's a way of returning to the sacredness of everyday life.

"It's not just about the words on the page, but about the emotion and the connection it brings.
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In a world where everything is so fast-paced, poetry reminds us to slow down and appreciate the beauty around us.
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"Poetry is a way of connecting with ourselves and the world around us," said Author Z. "It's a way of returning to the sacredness of everyday life.

"It's not just about the words on the page, but about the emotion and the connection it brings.
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"The world is full of things that are sacred, but we often miss them because we're too busy," said Author X. "Poetry helps us see these sacred moments in a new light.

"It's like a window into another world, where the ordinary becomes extraordinary," said Author Y. "Poetry has the power to make us feel something that we didn't even realize was there.

In a world where everything is so fast-paced, poetry reminds us to slow down and appreciate the beauty around us.
We Get Our Inspirations Wherever We Can

I used to not use four-letter words, because I just felt like it took away from my writing. When Jesse Helms started cursin' people, I started usin' four-letter words.
Local chiropractor offers $220 worth of his services for only $15 to anyone who needs help but has never been to a chiropractor before (or hasn’t been in a long time)

FOR THE MONTH
OF OCTOBER ONLY - $15.00 will get you all the services I normally charge new patients $230.00 for!!

Limited Time Offer

Get your Reebok running shoes at Sport Palace, where the staff have been especially trained to fit shoes to help prevent sports-related injuries.

Wear Your Name Proudly!

If you're going to run for the good of your health, run in Reebok for the good of your feet.

Navy Blue or Hunter Green

Limited Edition of 1,000

$75.00

Family Coat of Arms Plaque

$65.00

A great Christmas gift - but you must order early!

Sponsored by

Imports from

IRELAND
SCOTLAND
ENGLAND
WALES

San Diego Reader, October 15, 1993
Sweet Lyric Persuasion

People cannot remember their driver's license numbers, but -- oh, she was just 17 when she way-ba-balooba and got down.

Every though poetry has only a minimal significance for us ancients who are more interested in serving ourselves than we are in serving others, it is a very delicate art that requires a great deal of patience and care. A great deal of patience is required to write a poem, and a great deal of care is required to read a poem.

Actually, I have always loved poetry. At least poetry as I see it. It is a way of expressing an emotion, an idea, or a thought. It is a way of communicating with others. It is a way of expressing oneself. It is a way of sharing one's feelings. It is a way of sharing one's ideas. It is a way of sharing one's thoughts. It is a way of sharing one's experience. It is a way of sharing one's knowledge.

What is the point of writing a poem? It is a way of expressing oneself. It is a way of communicating with others. It is a way of sharing one's feelings. It is a way of sharing one's ideas. It is a way of sharing one's thoughts. It is a way of sharing one's experience. It is a way of sharing one's knowledge. It is a way of expressing oneself. It is a way of communicating with others. It is a way of sharing one's feelings. It is a way of sharing one's ideas. It is a way of sharing one's thoughts. It is a way of sharing one's experience. It is a way of sharing one's knowledge.

Before you spend time with a tutor, you should first determine what you need to learn. What subject are you struggling with? What specific skills do you need to improve? Only then can you find a tutor who can help you with those particular needs.

Vertical Blind Store On Wheels! We'll measure, assemble, and install vertical blinds directly from our trucks at your home or office.

- Same day installation
- Variety of styles & colors (blind or PVC)
- Competitive prices
- Fast delivery
- Lowest price available

Call 597-2460 between 8 am-5 pm

Autumn Specials

4-Piece Computer Group
Executive Desk

4-Drawer File

Bookcases

Oak Wall Unit

Entertainment Cart

$199

$149

$199

2-Drawer File

Auburnite in Southwestern style

San Diego Reader - October 19, 1970
A FINE FRENZY

Wanting To Write

CARL

Clark often can't sleep the night after a poetry workshop. She finds the workshop "always exciting, always horrible, really traumatic."

CARL graduated from Wakefield High School and received his B.A. in English from Harvard College. His first poetry chapbook, "Fever," was published in 1983. He has been a teacher at the University of California, Los Angeles, since 1986. His poetry is featured in several anthologies, including "The Best American Poetry 1979-1980." His latest book of poems is "The Oracles," which was published in 1990.

Contact lens manufacturers are constantly seeking new ways to improve the quality of their products. Some of the latest advancements in contact lens technology include:

- Highly corrected lenses that correct vision for both near and far vision simultaneously.
- Lenses that are designed to improve the comfort of wearing contact lenses for extended periods of time.
- Lenses that are made from materials that have the ability to block out harmful UV rays.
- Lenses that are designed to be more easily cleaned and maintained.

Overall, the advancements in contact lens technology have made wearing contact lenses more comfortable and effective for a wider range of individuals. Whether you are looking to correct vision for sports, music or performing arts, contact lenses have become an increasingly popular option.
**Improve Your Vocabulary**

By Duncan Shepherd

If we are to really enjoy reading and writing, a good knowledge of vocabulary is essential. A wide vocabulary provides the tools we need to express ourselves clearly and effectively. Yet, despite this, most people have a limited vocabulary. This is particularly true of those whose primary language is not English. The following exercises are designed to help you improve your vocabulary.

**Exercise 1: Synonym Game**

Find a synonym for each of the following words:

- Happy
- Sad
- Cold
- Warm
- Big
- Small
- Beautiful
- Ugly

**Exercise 2: Antonym Game**

Find an antonym for each of the following words:

- Hot
- Black
- Up
- Right
- Good
- Bad
- Healthy
- Unhealthy

**Exercise 3: Word Association**

Think of a word that is associated with each of the following words:

- Happy
- Sad
- Cold
- Warm
- Big
- Small
- Beautiful
- Ugly

**Exercise 4: Vocabulary Journal**

Maintain a vocabulary journal where you record new words you learn and their meanings. This will help you remember them better.

**Exercise 5: Vocabulary Game**

Play a vocabulary game with friends or family. This can be a fun way to learn new words.

It would demand the descriptive talents of a Sidney Sheldon to do full justice to this exercise.

---

**Double Date**

By Eleanor Widmer

The Location: 221 University Avenue, San Diego, CA 92101

Phone: (619) 231-4800

Price Range: $20-

Reservation: Required

The Menu: Mexican

The atmosphere: Casual

The Service: Friendly

The Concept: Authentic Mexican cooking

University Avenue, an area renown for its variety of food options, can be confusing for the casual diner. However, one restaurant stands out among the rest: El Rancho Viejo. Located on the corner of University Avenue and Third Street, this cozy eatery offers an authentic Mexican dining experience.

The menu at El Rancho Viejo is extensive, offering a wide variety of dishes to suit any taste. From traditional Mexican favorites like tacos and enchiladas to more modern creations, there is something for everyone. The prices are reasonable, making it an affordable option for those looking for a good meal.

The service is attentive and friendly, ensuring that your dining experience is enjoyable. The atmosphere is casual and inviting, with comfortable seating and a warm, welcoming environment.

If you're looking for an authentic Mexican dining experience in San Diego, El Rancho Viejo is a must-try. With its delicious food, friendly service, and cozy atmosphere, it's a restaurant that shouldn't be missed.
EVENTS THEATER
MUSIC & FILM

THE MARSTON PLACE

Former Main Street home of 1920s silent film star Alla Nazimova is now the home of a Torrance couple, Dennis and Sharon Guglielmi. The Guglielmis bought the house in 1975 and have been renovating it ever since. The house was featured in a 1926 film called "The Door Within." The Guglielmis plan to open a bed-and-breakfast in the house in the near future.

FROM DARKNESS TO LIGHT

Dr. Shonei Shate, a Japanese doctor who is also a scientist and expert in the field of photography, has been working on a new photographic process that he claims will bring new life to the field of photography. The process, called "Shate Photography," involves the use of a special film and develops the images in a unique way.

DILEMMA TALK

As the winner of the Academy Award for Best Actress, Dr. Shate has been in the headlines recently. However, she is also a scientist and expert in the field of photography. She has been working on a new photographic process that she claims will bring new life to the field of photography. The process, called "Shate Photography," involves the use of a special film and develops the images in a unique way.

See page 4 for more information.
LITE THE NIGHT!
Against Crime 10K Run/Walk & 2 Mile Walk

DATE & TIME: Saturday, October 27, 2001, at 7:15pm
DISTANCE: 10K Run/Walk and 2 Mile Walk
NEW COURSE!
- A new course will be on the scene, including a new section of Old Town and a new finish line.
- The course will be marked with orange cones and volunteers.
- Water stations will be provided along the route.
- Restrooms will be available.
- The finish line will be marked with balloons and streamers.

WELLS FARGO BANK

LIGHT THE NIGHT

PARKS

- Did you know that lighting our homes and businesses with candles and lanterns was a common practice during the American Revolution? It helped to illuminate the streets and provide safety for those who were out at night.
- Lighting a candle in your window is a symbol of hope and support for those who are battling crime.

DIVISIONAL AWARDS:
- Divisional Wells Fargo recognize the following divisions:
  - North: San Diego, La Jolla, Carlsbad, Encinitas
  - South: Imperial Valley, Tijuana, Rosarito
  - East: El Cajon, Santee, Lakeside, Oceanside
  - West: Chula Vista, Imperial Beach, Oceanside
- Awards will be presented to the top 3 participants in each division.

REGISTRATION BY MAIL:
- Entries may be mailed to LITE THE NIGHT, 555 Market St., San Diego, CA 92101.
- Registration fee is $30 per participant.

INCENTIVES AVAILABLE:
- Participants who raise at least $100 will receive a special participant t-shirt.
- Participants who raise at least $250 will receive a special participant t-shirt and a special participant medal.

WIN A TRIP FOR 2 TO EUROPE!
- Everyone has the chance to win a once-in-a-lifetime trip to Europe by participating in LITE THE NIGHT.

JOIN THE 1998 ANNUAL HALLOWEEN PARTY & COSTUME CONTEST!
- The annual Halloween Party is held in the San Diego Civic Theatre.
- Costumes will be judged on originality, creativity, and overall presentation.

FOR MORE INFO CALL:
- 619-233-3973
- 800-233-3973

TWO FOR ONE
2 People for the Price of 1*

- The Plunge - Southern California's Largest Indoor Pool
- Water Fitness Classes
- Aerobic & Exercise Classes
- Lifebikes & Lifetower
- Steamers
- POLARIS Circuit Training
- Equipment
- Free weights
- Fitness testing
- Tanning & Sauna
- No Contracts

488-3110

*On minute due to registration fee. Other good through 11/30/01 with this ad.
FROM DARKNESS TO LIGHT

In the shadowed recesses of the University of California at Berkeley's Fine Arts building, a man is at work on a painting. A light, a shadow, a brushstroke. The scene is that of a traditional artist. But this artist is in the midst of a technological revolution.

The artist is John Chamberlain, a sculptor known for his large, abstract works. But Chamberlain is also an inventor, and he is using a computer to create his paintings.

Chamberlain is a pioneer in the field of computer art. His work has been exhibited in museums around the world, and he has won numerous awards for his innovative approach to art.

Chamberlain's process begins with a computer-generated image, which he then uses as a template for his paintings. He then uses a special software program to create the image, which is then printed on a large format printer.

The resulting images are then painted on canvas by Chamberlain, who adds his own unique touch to each piece.

Chamberlain's work has been compared to that of other notable artists, such as Jackson Pollock and Mark Rothko. But Chamberlain's work is distinguished by its use of technology, which allows him to create images that would be impossible with traditional techniques.

Chamberlain's latest work, "The Marriage Place," is a large, abstract painting that features a series of overlapping circles. The piece is currently on display at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City.

The artist is currently working on a new project, which he plans to exhibit in galleries around the world. Chamberlain is also working on a book about his work, which he hopes to publish in the near future.

Chamberlain's work continues to inspire and challenge viewers, and he is widely regarded as one of the most innovative artists of our time.

— Steve Watts

ADVANTAGE

HALLOWEEN HEADQUARTERS

Sunday Services
11:00 am

TATJA LANE

Alexandra's

Sunday Services
11:00 am

PSYCHIC FAIR

AMERICAN FANTASY LIMO

Dress Shirts Laundered & Pressed

'1.15"

Dry cleaning - usual low price $1.25
The Best True Value Anywhere!!
6 hrs. in.
All work guaranteed
Refrigerator Service
Continental Breakfast
 sözüde servis 295-1122

DINNER EXCURSIONS ON THE BAY!

Aboard San Diego's Newest Super Yacht

PRIME RIB & SHRIMP DINNER SPECIAL!!! PLUS...
ALL YOUR DRINKS INCLUDED!!! ONLY
*$29.95*
(Special $34.95)

Plush, tip, and tax free.

Call now for information & reservations

234-4111

We also offer fully licensed bartender service, private charters, weddings and the San Diego-Coronado Bay Ferry

San Diego HARBOR EXCURSION

Serving San Diego since 1914
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We Can Tackle Any Size Group

Whether your group is big, bigger or just a good idea, we're sure to be able to suit your group's needs.

Whether you're having a social event or business event, we can accommodate groups of 25 or more that meet the event's criteria. If your group isn't quite the big, our group sales representatives will see you and your group together with the best rates available.

Corporate groups have the best travel opportunities for their group's individual needs. Our group's corporate travel needs can be met. Our group sales representative can help you with your meeting and your travel needs.

All-inclusive packages, from attractions and Chargin 1990 Group tickets, a one-day pass in the San Diego Zoo, a $50.00 restaurant gift card, and a one-night stay at the La Jolla Cove Hotel are some of the perks that our group sales representatives can provide. Whether you're seeking a fun-filled day in the sun or a relaxing day by the sea, our group sales representatives can help you plan the perfect event for your group.

For more information, call 280-2121.

Chargers
1990 Group Tickets
For information and reservations, call
280-2121

1990 HOME SCHEDULE
October 12
October 26
November 2
November 9
November 16
November 23
December 7
December 14
December 21
December 28

Re-Chargers
For the '90s

Sky Sailing: A Great Adventure!

Enjoy the 1990 World Series and other major international sporting events at Caliente!

Caliente is the best place to capture the thrill and excitement of the World Series. Free parking, free admission, great food and beverage services as well as simulcast wagering offer the serious sports fan the ultimate gaming experience.

Enjoy a delicious "cooked to order" breakfast buffet each and every Saturday and Sunday from 9:30 A.M. to 12:00 P.M. in the Parlor Room.

Ski sailing at Warner Springs Airport
17200 Highway 76
Warner Springs, CA 92086
(619) 782-0404

Handicapped
Accessories

Duncan Park
Accessories
Phone: (619) 782-0404

Warner Springs, CA 92086
Hot Tub
$59*

Relax & Enjoy

Call 714-647-7300

-priced, Upon Request

O'Brien Pavilion, Del Mar Fairgrounds
Friday, Nov. 2nd: 5:30pm-10pm
Saturday, Nov. 3rd: 10am-6pm
Sunday, Nov. 4th: 10am-5pm
Free Parking Available
Discount coupons at ski & sports shops and participating sponsors
Info: 259-8571

The Comic Genius of
JAKE JOHANSEN
SPECIAL GUEST JEFF MARDER

91X Presents
The 5th Annual San Diego Ski & Sports Show™
with Giant Ski & Sports Swap™

Save 20%, 30%, 40% & more on Ski & Sports Equipment!

O'Brien Pavilion, Del Mar Fairgrounds
Friday, Nov. 2nd: 5:30pm-10pm
Saturday, Nov. 3rd: 10am-6pm
Sunday, Nov. 4th: 10am-5pm
Free Parking Available
Discount coupons at ski & sports shops and participating sponsors
Info: 259-8571

Oktoberfest
1990
October 20-21
11 am to 11 pm, all day sampling, snackery, train rides, entertainment.

Win a trip to Las Vegas

The Comic Genius of Jake Johannsen

MUSEUMS
The San Diego Museum of Man, "Cultures of the World," 1990-91
The La Jolla Museum, "American Western," 1990-91

FOR KIDS
Polaris Drive-In, "Mr. Ed," 1990-91
The Larkspur Drive-In, "Buckaroo Banzai," 1990-91
The Del Mar Drive-In, "Hansel & Gretel," 1990-91

DANCE for the
FUN of it.

Introductory Program $20
Plus one FREE dance party

CALL TODAY
692-3203

Where You Have Confidence in the Reputation

Fred Astaire

"It's easy! It's natural! It's relaxing!"
**READER'S GUIDE LOCAL EVENTS**

**Insight is a terrible thing to waste!**
Nancy Kelling is now in San Diego!
Professional Psychic Consultant

**Murder Mystery Weekend**
Halloween Spectacular
Oct. 27, 28 - Horton Grand Hotel

**ACTING SEMINAR**
Lucy Cavallo
CASTING DIRECTOR
"21 Jump Street" and its new CBS series "Reagan Barge"
October 27 & 28
Limited Enrollement
(619) 726-6916

**GET SET FOR PRO BEACH VOLLEYBALL!!**
SAT OCT 20/C фактор DEL CAMP PENDLETON

**AUDITIONS**
for Family Fitness Centers
1991 Spokespersons

**GALLERIES**

**ENSIGNA ONLY $900 PER COUPLE**
1 day, 2 nights to enjoy a fully planned vacation. Choose your own
tours and activities
Call 1-800-755-8296

**ADULTS ONLY**
End your week of roller-skating
fun, companionship.
NOW TWO NIGHTS EACH WEEK
FRI/SAT OCTOBER 19-20 AT 8 PM
$29.50 plus tax
Age 18+

**AQUARIUS ROLL-A-RENA**
8992 La Mesa Blvd. - La Mesa
402-2441

**PROGRESSIVE LIVING IN THE 1990'S**
"For Wings of Expansion...
THE SAN DIEGO CASSINI EXPO"
Celebrate Life...And Live Your Dreams!
Join John Jannes, Brad and Sherri Sigrin, Richard Hach, Greg Press, Erhard Vogel and other of the world's greatest speakers and leaders in:
* Health & Fitness
* Addiction
* Co-Dependency
* Entrepreneurial & Creative Spirits
and over 200 Exhibitors who really encourage you to Celebrate Life and Live your Dreams.
This Sat and Sun, October 20-21
10 am-7 pm
On the Bay at the New San Diego Convention Center

$2 OFF ADMISSION PRICE with this ad
$10 at the door
$17.50 for a 2-day pass
Workshop prices:
$7.50 (Discounts for more than one)

"Dance for Life"
Saturday night:
8:30 pm
Free to Attendees

Sponsored by:
Meditation

For more information/registration, call 1-800-755-8296
READER'S GUIDE TO THE THEATER

Final Weekend!
Nunsense
By Dan Goggin

Habib Cosmopolitan Theater
444 Fourth Avenue
Performing Times: Sat, Sun: 7:30 p.m.

Nothing nerve-shattering, no, or for that matter, heart-stopping comedy.
Written by: Dan Goggin

Interactive Dinner Mystery Theatre
"Hunting glory... or hearing truth?" - David Codinn, The Threepenny
"I don't know... I feel..." - Nancy Doherty, L.A. Times
"A funny script... a funny time... a good deal." - New York Times
"A laugh riot..." - Variety
"A thought-provoking, entertaining evening." - The Reader

Mystery CAFE
444 Fourth Avenue
Performing Times: Sat, Sun: 7:30 p.m.

Enjoy a humorous, multi-course meal with the show at the Cafe Noir. Call 544-6000 or 229-6000 for reservations.}

The Bowery Theatre
The World Premiere of David Mamet's
SPEED THE PLOW

Wednesday, October 18th - Saturday, October 21st
The Kingston Playhouse
Call 530-332 for reservations.

Reduced Shakespeare Company
ONLY 10 SHOWS LEFT!
Hurry! See it Tonight!

Tickets: 223-5025

GREAT MUSIC FOR NEW YEARS

"DOUBLE DOUBLE"
By: Immortal Shakespeare

Saturday, December 31st, 8:00 p.m.

San Diego Repertory Theatre

The Blazing Modern Love Story That Changed the World

TICKETS: 223-5025
**Think about this...**

976-DATE

A revolutionary new way to meet real people. It is designed for the intelligent, selective and demanding people who are seeking true companionship, marriage, friendship and the sharing of common interests.

CALL TODAY!

TOTAL COST $2.00
PLUS CALL CHANGE IF ANY

---

**HALLOWEEN**

4TH ANNUAL HALLOWEEN COSTUME BALL

**Celebrity Skin**

**The Bedbreakers**

MARRY JO DOW

**4PM-8PM**

WED. OCT. 31 - 11:30 PM

BLUES HOTEL

---

**TOWER RECORDS/VIDEOS**

**LOU RAWLS**

APPEARING AT HUMPHREYS BAY BLUES & JAZZ FESTIVAL 

**It's Supposed To Be Fun**

**COMPACT DISC**

11.99 CASSSETTE

7.99

OPEN 'TIL MIDNIGHT - 365 DAYS A YEAR

---

**UPCOMING CONCERTS AT LACE**

LONNY PETRICKSON

San Diego's Greatest Blues Show Ever!

SAT. OCT. 28 - 8 PM

**Kenny Neal**

**Buddy Ace**

**NEW GENTLEMAN'S BRIDLE**

**Naoko**

**MONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL**

Tisha Derie's 4pm LNMIG DIARY

**PARTY NIGHT**

**Smokey's**

**CACTUS**

2133 Wall St. San Diego 619-289-3688

---

**CANNIBAL BAR**

**DR. FELGOOD & THE INTENSIO OF LOVE**

**HOLLY GENTRY**

**THE FABULOUS MAR DELS**

**EVERY THURSDAY**

**THE HISTORY OF ROCK-N-ROLL**

**COMING ATTRACTIONS:**

**LOU RAWLS**

**TOWER RECORDS/VIDEOS**

**NEW GENTLEMAN'S BRIDLE**

**Smokey's**

**CANNIBAL BAR**
UPSIDE DE HEAD
featuring DALE TURNER
Friday & Saturday, October 19 & 20
Thursday: RHUMBOOGIES
Sunday: DR. CHICU'S ISLAND SOUNDS
Monday: SOUL PERSUADER
Tuesday: NOTICE TO APPEAR
Wednesday: BAD DOG

50¢ DRAFT PITCHERS
85¢ DOMESTIC TO GO $1.10 QUALITY SPIRITS
$1.25 IMPORTS

Foggy’s Notion
Comedy Night
Every Tuesday
8 pm - 1 am
Tell a joke and get 1/2 price spirits all night!

Live Music
Dance Band
 Offers unique atmosphere

General Alert
The Movers

Chili Out
Every Sunday

Siers Brothers
Thursday, Friday, Saturday
October 13-18
Sunday: RHUMBOOGIES
Monday: RYELLA & CO.
Tuesday: BIG BAND
Wednesday: Upside De Head featuring Dale Turner

San Diego North
2720 3rd Ave
(619) 234-3630

Anthony’s
Harborside
3455 Sports Arena Blvd., San Diego, CA 92110 • 232-2701

Roaming Eye

Draft Beer Special

The Old Del Mar Cafe
2720 3rd Ave
(619) 234-3630

Bob Long Trio

Hank Eason and the Easton West Band

NO COVER
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THE FINEST LIVE MUSIC IN SAN DIEGO 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
BLIND MELONS
ONE OF THE LAST GREAT BEACH BARS

October 18
ROUGHNECK POSSIE

ROUNDS AND HANDS*

October 25

RHUMBOOGIES

Friday 4:30 PM, Saturday 2 PM

WADIA D. & SHADIES OF BLUE

October 25

SHILOH

Main Stage 8 PM

WILLIE JAYE "THE TEXAS HURRICANE"

October 25

HIT SQUAD


EMERALD CITY

EXTRAVAGANZA

COME WIN PRIZES FROM:

Money Whammy BOOZE BOARD

Elvis & Wildkat

U.S.S. / D.C. / FLOORS

WILLIE JAYE "THE TEXAS HURRICANE"

October 25

WADIA D. & SHADIES OF BLUE

Friday 4:30 PM, Saturday 2 PM

HIT SQUAD


PARK PLACE

THE WONDER STUFF

COME WIN PRIZES FROM:

Money Whammy BOOZE BOARD

Elvis & Wildkat

U.S.S. / D.C. / FLOORS

WILLIE JAYE "THE TEXAS HURRICANE"

October 25

WADIA D. & SHADIES OF BLUE

Friday 4:30 PM, Saturday 2 PM

HIT SQUAD


Escape to the Island Sounds
on Restaurant & Hotel Employee Nite

Featuring Island Sounds

October 10

Restaurant & Hotel Employee Nite begins

October 10 at the Mission Valley, Earthquake Cafe

NO COVER & DRINK SPECIALS

Food Service at Island Sounds

Friday 10

Free Drink Ticket

FREE COVER & DRINK SPECIALS

Call for Information

Miss Plunge, 4516 32nd St., San Diego, 531-7850

Earthquake Cafe, 3820 3rd Ave., San Diego, 231-5777
East County

IF YOU WANT IT, HERE IT IS, GOOD OR BAD IT.

Off The Record

Monday Night Football Party!

Casbah

At the Marriott Mission Valley

Munch While They Crunch.

Kido's

Dr. Chico's Island Sounds

TOMORROW!

Pavilion Lounge

Welcome's

Munch While They Crunch.

Ferris Wheel

Waterfront

Pavilion Lounge

Welcome's

TOMORROW!

Le Pavilion Lounge

Welcome's

Munch While They Crunch.

Ferris Wheel

Waterfront

Pavilion Lounge

Welcome's

Munch While They Crunch.

Ferris Wheel

Waterfront

Pavilion Lounge

Welcome's

Munch While They Crunch.

Ferris Wheel

Waterfront

Pavilion Lounge

Welcome's

Munch While They Crunch.

Ferris Wheel

Waterfront

Pavilion Lounge

Welcome's

Munch While They Crunch.
CURRENT MOVIES

The Blaise Pascal Group and the Institute for Christian Ministries present the fourth annual series of
SPIRITUALITY AND THE CINEMA
All showings Friday at 7:00 pm – Discussions following film

October 18 • Hallelujah • United States/1950
October 26 • Say Amen, Somebody • United States/1941
November 2 • Simon of the Desert • Mexico/1960
November 9 • Marjoe • United States/1972
November 16 • The Virgin Spring • Sweden/1960
November 23 • Black Narcissus • Great Britain/1946

The films are shown in Hahn 106, University of San Diego, Alcala Park. Parking is available.
Barbara Blackmore, Coordinator, University of San Diego

$3.00 admission. Parking available.
CURRENT MOVIES

A TRUE ORIGINAL.

"There isn't a bad scene in this movie, not one. Miller's Crossing is a special, highly original, genuinely exciting movie."

"Miller's Crossing" is extremely entertaining and strangely moving. The Coen brothers never do anything you've seen before."

Great Filmmaking! "Miller's Crossing" has some of the Coen brothers' finest moments. It's about murder but not murder that way.

AN AMERICAN CLASSIC AND EASY ONE OF THE BEST FILMS OF THE YEAR.

DAMNED LIES AND TREASONOUS TRIVIA. MILLER'S CROSSING

Giant Flying Atoms, Dancing Elephants, and Funky Glasses.

ATTENTION MUSICIANS

The Gran Opening of

THE GREG KIRK BAND

MONDAY, OCT. 22. DINNER AT 6PM

GIANT FLYING ATOMS, DANCING ELEPHANTS, AND FUNKY GLASSES.

TOM SELLECK

Quigley Down Under

TOM Selleck

San Diego Reader October 24, 1990
CURRENT MOVIES

LASERUM PRESENTS

TOM SAWYER PLAYS
WITH 3400 WATTS
AND GETS BLASTED.

"TOM SAWYER" is just one of the many classics for which
Kraft Foods part of our overview. Kraft Foods' experience
in food production makes it an ideal sponsor for this film.
With 3400 watts of power, the Laserium experience will
surely be a hit with audiences.

"THRILLING,
IT WILL MAKE YOU CHEER!"

"AN EXTRAORDINARY MOVIE, HEART
STIRRING ACTION...THIS ONE FLIES!
"INSPIRATIONAL, A FEEL GOOD MOVIE,
A FINE EXCITING FILM."

MOVIE DIRECTORY

Vancouver Film School

1990 MISSI ON BEACH
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 26, 1990
7:00 PM, 9:30 PM, 10:00 PM & 12:00 MIDNIGHT
SHERWOOD AUDITORI UM
800 SHERWOOD AVENUE, VANCOUVER, WA
787-4555, 787-4555

For more information, call 488-6500.
A Complete Soft Contact Package

We specialize in the correction of astigmatism and from the
beginning have offered a fine selection of lenses at
affordable prices. Our specialists are trained in
the latest technology and can help you find the
perfect fit.

Don't be alone for the holidays!
Hours: Monday - Friday 9am - 5pm

*Permanent weight control
*Correct lens, strong, stable,
*Decrease pressure on your
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The text on this page is not legible due to the quality of the image.
The All New Rancho Oldsmobile
Sells for Less
Guaranteed

If we do not beat the competition
we will refund the difference
and give $100.00 to your favorite charity.

1990 SILHOUETTE MINIVAN
The most technologically advanced minivan in the world.

$16,499 - Sale Price
$11,099 - Trade-in

Your Price ... $14,999

1990 Silhouette Deluxe

$9,199* - Sale Price
$7,999 - Trade-in

Your Price ... $8,999

ALL 1990 TROopers
AT ORIGINAL FACTORY
INVOICE OR LESS

ISUZU STYLUS
1991

12 Standard features:

- Multi-airbag side impact
- Cruise control
- Power side windows
- Power locks w/ integral key
- Power mirrors
- Steel wheels
- Rear defrost
- Tilt wheel

ISUZU STYLUS
There's no comparison.

SAAB SUPER SPECIALS

NEW 1990 Saab 905 CD Turbo

$24,678 - Sale Price
$20,999 - Trade-in

NEW 1990 Saab 905 4-door Turbo

$20,000 - Sale Price
$17,999 - Trade-in

NEW 1990 Saab 905 2-door Turbo

$17,999 - Sale Price
$15,999 - Trade-in

NEW 1990 Saab 9000 CS Turbo

$29,999 - Sale Price
$26,999 - Trade-in

NEW 1990 Saab 9000 CS Turbo

$26,999 - Sale Price
$23,999 - Trade-in

NEW 1990 Saab 9000 SC Turbo

$24,999 - Sale Price
$22,999 - Trade-in

NEW 1990 Saab 9000 CSE Turbo

$22,999 - Sale Price
$20,999 - Trade-in
LAST CHANCE
UP TO $1500 CASH BACK ON NEW EXCEL

FIRST CHANCE
To see the amazing new 1991 Scoupe

LOOK JUST ABOUT ANYBODY CAN GET INTO A MERCURY TRACER.

$8554
1ST-TIME BUYER PLAN
9554
-500 now
500 CASH BACK

Mile of Cars

 Blowout Clearance on '90 Pickups & MPVs
All vehicles clearly marked.
Special purchase means great prices on other makes & models available.

Plus... with these three selected... new models & MPVs.

Westside Mazda
260 National City Blvd.
Alfonso Cars
474-9502
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